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Facilitator Guide 

 
Every Choosing Leadership Discussion Group (CLDG) meeting is a springboard for growth and development. Each 
member of the group is a valuable contributor to this growth and development through the thoughts and ideas that 
s/he brings to the meeting. The facilitator has an essential role in helping to ensure the meetings flow well and the 
dialogue is as robust and meaningful as possible.  
 
A Unique Experience: 
The CLDG meetings are different from a traditional “book club” and from a traditional meeting in the workplace in which   
colleagues work through agenda items, making progress and decisions on a variety of topics. What does a successful 
meeting look like for the Choosing Leadership Discussion Groups?  The following meeting aspects lay a strong foundation 
for the best experience: 

• Everyone shares on the activities completed and specific topics being discussed. 
• Each member of the group feels heard. 
• Time is managed well, and the group is able to move through discussion on the planned areas and/or make 

decisions to shift in the moment.  
• Group members inquire and help clarify unclear or vague ideas along the way. 
• Members deepen their understanding of themselves, their thoughts on leadership, and contribute to others’ 

learning through the dialogue of the group. 

The Facilitator’s Role: 
To accomplish this experience, the meeting Facilitator contributes to the overall success of the meeting by engaging in 
the following activities:  

ü Set an agenda for the meeting in advance. Be clear about the topics, activities, and/or questions the group will 
discuss during the meeting, and be sure others are as well. Send a brief email a few days before the meeting so 
everyone is clear and will arrive ready to have a robust discussion together. 

ü Kick off the meeting. Start with an opener that helps each individual to get focused on the discussion group 
experience, leaving the rest of work behind, reconnecting to the group. Consider using the suggestions in the 
Participant Guidelines or another practice the group has decided upon.  

ü Introduce the various sections of the meeting. Help the group move through the agenda by transitioning through 
each aspect of the meeting. 

ü Keep the dialogue moving. If needed, ensure everyone has an opportunity to speak. If by chance there is a lull in 
the conversation, use open-ended questions to kick start the dialogue. See the strategies and responses on Page 
2 for ways to address some common scenarios.  

ü Keep an eye on time and make decisions as needed. If there are a few topics you’re hoping to discuss, set targets 
and time estimates to make it through the topics. If you’re running out of time, check in with your group 
members to see whether they wish to continue with the topic being discussed (and possibly postpone a topic to 
the next meeting). 

ü Wrap up and close the meeting. Note any common themes and/or invite others to share brief overall comments 
on the meeting. Get the next meeting scheduled and get clear on who’s facilitating. 
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Challenging Situations:  
 
With so many curious and insightful Booth colleagues spanning various teams and roles participating, the groups are 
well-poised to have meaningful, robust discussions. With that said, there are a few challenging situations that might 
occur and can impact the effectiveness of the group meeting. As the facilitator, you will want to directly address these 
scenarios to ensure the dialogue is the most helpful to all participants.   
 
Below are some common scenarios and potential ways to address the challenging situations: 
 

Common Scenario Strategies to Address / Response 
When one participant talks quite a bit and 
monopolizes the conversation 

“Joan, I’m noticing we’ve heard quite a bit from you. I’d 
like to make sure everyone has a chance to contribute. 
What are others’ thoughts on this particular topic?”   

When participants are quiet and the 
dialogue has stalled  

Use open-ended questions to jump-start the dialogue. 
Open-ended questions require more than a yes/no 
answer and begin with words like “what,” “how,” and 
“why” 

• How have others handled that situation in the 
past? 

• What was your biggest learning takeaway when 
you completed the exercise? 

• How has your definition of leadership changed? 
• What have you discovered is your greatest 

strength? When have you noticed you’ve 
applied that strength?  

   
When the discussion has veered off the 
topic at hand 

“I’ve noticed we have digressed and are onto another 
topic. Is this the topic the group wants to discuss, or 
should we come back to it another time and return to 
our original topic?” 

 
 
Final Thoughts:  
 
Just as the exercises and activities in Choosing Leadership, the role of Facilitator is an opportunity to stretch yourself in a 
different way and to continue growing! All the best to you as you take on this role. 
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